FROM SLAVERY TO PRISON IN
RINKITINK IN OZ
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When crime goes up, we lock up more people. When crime goes
down, we lock up more people. . . . At this rate, in the future,
everyone will go to jail for fifteen days.
– Paul Butler, commenting on current American incarceration
rates

The captives are my father and mother, and I intend to liberate
them.
– Prince Inga, speaking to the Nome King who imprisoned his
parents, in Rinkitink in Oz

I. INTRODUCTION

L. Frank Baum’s The Wizard of Oz (“Oz”) series contains a criticism of
prisons and traditional punishment that connects with Baum’s overarching
theme of liberation. Within Baum’s literary world of Oz, prisons are
generally wicked places. Baum’s books are filled with attempts by evil
creatures to incarcerate and enslave the good characters.3 Prisons are
viewed as evil places, and the good characters help liberate the prisoner.
Most film viewers remember how Dorothy was captured and enslaved by
the Wicked Witch of the West before water melted the witch.4 When people
or creatures are captured in Oz, the reader inevitably roots for their escape
and freedom. The stories are both a journey of psychological self-liberation
and a journey to free oneself and others from captivity. The themes of
slavery and liberation that run through the stories teach that by
incarcerating others, we will hurt ourselves and end up less free.5

On the other hand, the good characters of Oz generally do not imprison
the bad characters. This is noteworthy because the first book in the Oz
series, The Wonderful Wizard of Oz,6 is a quintessentially American book,
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and Americans tend to see mass incarceration as indispensable to our personal safety. Since there are many creatures that set out to harm Dorothy and the other heroes in Baum’s works, one would think that massive incarceration would be necessary to right the wrongs, settle the score, and ensure a safe future.

One scene that filled me with horror as a child involved the Winged Monkeys, which capture Dorothy and her friends in the film version of the book, *The Wizard of Oz*. The book portrays the monkeys as equally ruthless, for they pull all the stuffing out of the Scarecrow, dash the Tin Woodman onto sharp rocks, kidnap Dorothy, and bring her to the Wicked Witch of the West. These would be heinous offenses under Kansas law, if the justice system considered the Tin Woodman and Scarecrow to be human. Nevertheless, the monkeys are never punished, even after Dorothy and her friends gain control of the Oz kingdom. The defense that “they were just following orders” may not be much of a defense in an American courtroom, but in Baum’s world, it is the norm. When Dorothy gains control of the witch’s Golden Cap, she controls the monkeys. This time they carry her through the air, not as a captive, but as a commander. What we see from this scene is that the bad actor is not necessarily a bad person or a bad creature. Change must come from the top, not from those committing nefarious deeds. When the leader changes, the citizens and soldiers fall into line; there is no need to lock them up.

This is not to suggest that all creatures in Baum’s books are redeemable. In *The Wonderful Wizard of Oz*, one inherently evil actor is the Witch of the West. Magic takes care of her (along with Dorothy, who throws water on her in a fit of anger). Thanks to magic, Baum never has to deal with the messy business of locking up vanquished felons. Yet, for every evil person whom magic destroys, there are multitudes of misbehaving souls whom are forgiven, or at least not punished. Baum created a world where well-organized communities find methods to keep their citizens safe without locking up large segments of the population.

There is only one prison in the Emerald City and it usually lies empty. In fact, one never learns about this jail until Baum’s seventh book in the Oz series, *The Patchwork Girl of Oz*. In this Oz adventure, the jailer is astonished when the young lad Ojo is arrested and brought to the prison to await trial because Ojo is her first prisoner ever. Next, it is Ojo’s turn to be astonished at the kind treatment he receives. He is treated so well that he wonders aloud, “why is the prison so fine, and why are you so kind to me?” The jailer’s reply is replete with Baum’s philosophy of punishment:

---
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We consider a prisoner unfortunate. He is unfortunate in two ways—because he has done something wrong and because he is deprived of his liberty. Therefore we should treat him kindly, because of his misfortune, for otherwise he would become hard and bitter and would not be sorry he had done wrong... You see, it is kindness that makes one strong and brave; and so we are kind to our prisoners.

Moreover, asks the jailer “Isn't one punished enough in knowing he has done wrong?” Thus, there is a prison in Oz built by the good characters, but it is most notable for its kindness and disuse.

Ojo’s crime is that he picked a six-leaf clover without permission. This is hardly an offense on par with the Winged Monkeys’ violence. Moreover, Ojo is an extremely likeable soul and the hero of the adventure tale. To make his imprisonment even more surprising, Ojo has a good reason for picking the flower: he is trying to gather together the ingredients to make a potion that will save his uncle, who has been turned into marble. Ojo reasoned that it was a foolish law and saving his uncle was more important. Naturally, Ojo’s stay in prison is short; after a trial where Princess Ozma serves as the judge, she forgives him. Princess Ozma is the judge and she decrees that “although you have committed a serious fault, you are now penitent and I think you have been punished enough.”

Ojo’s imprisonment serves two purposes. It teaches young readers that there may be a good reason for rules that seem foolish to “people who do not understand them” and showcases a different model of punishment. This message—that lengthy incarceration and harsh punishment are alien to a good society—resonates strongly in the modern age of mass incarceration.

Nowhere are these themes of punishment more interwoven with liberation from slavery than in Baum’s tenth Oz novel, Rinkitink. As this Article will discuss, Rinkitink creates a storyline that flows seamlessly from slavery to imprisonment, which is suggestive of modern theories that depict American prisons as direct descendents of slavery.
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II. CRITIQUES OF THE MODERN AMERICAN PRISON SYSTEM

The scarcity of prisoners in Oz may seem odd to a modern American reader. After all, the United States currently leads the world in incarceration rates, locking up more people per capita than any other country in the free world.25 Currently 2.3 million people are in prison in the United States; one out of every thirty-two Americans is ensnared in the criminal justice system, which includes probation, parole, and incarceration.26 By the 1990s the United States was opening up one new prison or jail every week.27 The unprecedented incarceration rates are exponentially higher for black men than for other groups.28 By the end of the 1990s, more black men in their thirties had been to prison than graduated from a four-year college.29 By 2000, nine percent of black children had a father in prison or jail, giving “time on the outside”30 to over one million children under the age of eighteen.31

Most modern readers likely perceive prison conditions and incarceration rates as entirely distinct from slavery. While Americans recognize slavery as an abhorrent system, which amassed wealth for one group of people at the expense of another, they generally view the current American penal system as a necessary response to crime.32 In contrast, some current civil rights leaders and sociologists argue that the current practice of massive incarceration bears many similarities to slavery.33 The massive incarceration, they argue, must be understood as a recent manifestation of the same impulses that began with slavery and continued with Jim Crow laws.34
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Sociology professor Loïc Wacquant asserts that mass incarceration is one of “several ‘peculiar institutions’ [that has] successfully operated to define, confine and control African-Americans.”35 Wacquant has articulated a direct line or link between the earlier “peculiar institutions”: from slavery to Jim Crow and the segregated ghetto, to massive imprisonment.36 This view challenges some deeply-rooted notions about the American justice system. Slavery is often perceived as entirely distinct from incarceration. Americans recognize slavery as an abhorrent system, which amassed wealth for one group of people at the expense of the other group, but generally do not view massive imprisonment as a form of economic exploitation. While the institution of slavery is understood to be racist, the modern American penal system is not viewed as inherently racist even though it continues to incarcerate minorities at a hugely disproportionate rate. As Joseph E. Kennedy writes: “The mass incarceration of African Americans has come to seem normal in the same way that segregation once seemed normal.”37 In Oz, harsh imprisonment is no more normal than slavery, and slavery is depicted as a grave and horrible injustice.38

III. THE SMALL BOY EMANCIPATOR IN RINKITINK IN OZ

Dorothy Gale, the lead character in The Wonderful Wizard of Oz, is well known for her desire to fight for justice against great odds. Dorothy has been called “the Great Emancipator” because she frees the Munchkins from the Wicked Witch of the East, liberates the Scarecrow from his pole, saves the Tin Woodman from his predicament, and frees the Winkies after killing the Wicked Witch of the West.39 “In many ways, the fictional Dorothy is like the real-life Great Emancipator John Brown,” write Jason Bell and Jessica Bell in their essay within The Wizard of Oz and Philosophy.40 John Brown would have been in the minds of readers in Baum’s time, holding a fascination for them. Like John Brown, Dorothy fights against strong odds, figuring: “Better to die than to tolerate slavery.”41

Any doubt a reader might have about the parallel between Dorothy and John Brown, or between Baum and the anti-slavery crusade, is dispelled on reading Rinkitink. Rinkitink, the tenth novel in the Oz series, was published
in 1916, but it was actually written in 1905.\textsuperscript{42} Because \textit{Rinkitink} was originally intended as a free-standing adventure novel, its characters and setting are different from the other books in the \textit{Oz} series. Dorothy appears only briefly, appended as an afterthought onto an ending that was rewritten so that \textit{Rinkitink} would count as part of the \textit{Oz} series.\textsuperscript{43} Unquestionably, the Great Emancipator in \textit{Rinkitink} is the young Prince of Pingaree, a male version of Dorothy, a young version of John Brown, or perhaps even a young version of Moses.

\textit{Rinkitink} begins as a story of the enslavement of one people by another and then morphs into a story about imprisonment.\textsuperscript{44} It is soon apparent that the young boy will be the unlikely savior of a people. Inga grows up on the utopian island of Pingaree until one day, invaders from the Islands of Regos and Caregos capture and kidnap almost everyone on the island.\textsuperscript{45} This includes the prince’s father and mother, the reigning King and Queen on the island.\textsuperscript{46} Although Baum never names the age of the young prince, he is old enough to read but young enough to be described as the King’s “little son.”\textsuperscript{47} The Prince is left with two incompetent companions, a foolish character named King Rinkitink who happened to be visiting from a nearby island and Rinkitink’s surly talking goat, Bilbil.\textsuperscript{48} These two provide comic relief throughout the book in the Shakespearean mold of the fool and companion, and they guarantee little help in Prince Inga’s quest to free his enslaved people.

The depiction of the prince as a John Brown type of liberator is hardly subtle. After the invaders have wrecked the island, the prince unearths three magic pearls.\textsuperscript{49} The white pearl speaks and advises the prince to “go to the Islands of Regos and Caregos, where you may liberate your parents from slavery.”\textsuperscript{50} Written twenty-five years after the Civil War, it is not hard to recognize the allegorical nature of \textit{Rinkitink}. Like Brown, Inga is so outnumbered that his quest appears suicidal, except for the three magic pearls. One pearl provides “a strength so great that no power can resist him”; the second pearl protects “its owners from all dangers”; and the third pearl, which sent him on his mission of emancipation, “can speak, and its words are always wise and helpful.”\textsuperscript{51} Unlike John Brown’s suicidal raid on Harpers Ferry, though, readers know that justice is on the side of the young prince and that good will surely triumph in such a tale. Indeed, although Prince Inga sets out in a quest to liberate his parents, he ends up liberating a nation of people.\textsuperscript{52}
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Baum does not tread lightly when discussing the horrors of slavery. Slavery is depicted as brutal within *Rinkitink*, although tempered to be appropriate as a children’s book. When Prince Inga and his odd traveling companions arrive at the islands that kidnapped the Pingaree people, he finds the people enslaved.53 Families are separated, and everyone is made to work.54 The men are enslaved in the mountains of Regos, forced to work mining gold and silver.55 They are “confined in dark underground passages,” dark caverns “in which they lived and slept, never seeing the light of day.”56 “Cruel overseers with whips stood over these poor people, who had been captured in many countries by the raiding parties . . . and the overseers were quite willing to lash the slaves with their whips if they faltered a moment in their work.”57 The women and children were separated from the men and became the slaves of Queen Cor.58 Most farmed her land while others waited on her.59 The child prince’s observations of slavery and his repeated determination to free his parents and his people pull the reader through the story.

The book’s transition from slavery to imprisonment occurs two-thirds of the way into the adventure tale. Armed with the magic pearls, Prince Inga is eventually able to scare the evil King’s army into surrendering. Unfortunately, however, the evil King and Queen have escaped with Prince Inga’s parents and have sailed to Nome to ask the ruler there to confine the good King and Queen as a favor.60 Nome is a mountainous island that contains an extensive system of cells within its caverns.61 Prince Inga decides he must rescue his parents from the dungeons of Nome.62 This is where a story of slavery turns into a story of imprisonment. Modern readers may be reminded of the controversial practice known as extraordinary rendition, where another country transfers its captured prisoners to another country for imprisonment.63

There are several clues to alert the reader to the fact that Nome is a prison and not another slave station. Most obvious is the fact that there are only two captives now, not a community of captives. In addition, while Prince Inga’s parents were forced into slave labor during their first confinement, they do not need to work in their second confinement.65 Meals are provided; there is little to occupy their time.66 The rocky confinement appears similar to a modern American prison cell, what Paul
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Butler calls a “long-term storage locker.” Nome is qualitatively different from slavery, although equally far from freedom. The Nome King does not need their labor; he is simply charged with keeping them in custody and making sure they do not escape.

My favorite clue that the story has transitioned from an anti-slavery message to an anti-prison message is when the evil King and Queen pretend that Prince Inga’s parents deserve punishment. When the evil King Gos and Queen Cor bring Inga’s parents to the land of Nome, they ask the King of Nome to keep the good King and Queen locked up. They bring gold and gems to exchange for the service that Nome is providing. Although the exchange is monetary, during the negotiations, King Gos explains that the good King and Queen must be held to protect society from their evil deeds. “The prisoners,” explains King Gos, “are very evil people and came to our islands of Regos and Coregos to conquer them and slay our poor people. Also, they intended to plunder us of all our riches.” If they get out of prison,” warns King Gos, they will “continue their wicked deeds.” When the good King hears that he is to be locked up to protect others from his wickedness, he protests to the King of Nom: “do not believe this tale, I implore you. It is all a lie!” “I know it,” the Nome King responds, but “I consider it a clever lie, though, because it is woven without a thread of truth. However, that is none of my business.”

To the Nome King, a prison is a business. He houses prisoners to increase his wealth and power. His honesty is as refreshing as it is unhelpful, for he responds to the good King by admitting that his imprisonment has nothing to do with deserved punishment:

In my heart, King Kitticut, I sympathize with you, but as a matter of business policy we powerful Kings must stand together and trample the weaker ones under our feet . . . The fact that you are a prisoner, my poor Kitticut, is evidence that you are weaker than King Gos, and I prefer to deal with the strong.

In this way, the story of imprisonment and the story of enslavement are strikingly similar. The first imprisonment in Rinkitink was a classic depiction of slavery. The people of Pingaree were brought by ship in order to work for free so that the owners could live off their labors. Notwithstanding the depiction of Queen Cor as a sadist, most of the conquering people of Regos and Caregos view slavery as just a cruel business that allows them to prosper. Baum depicts slavery as a business that financially benefits some at the expense of others. The second imprisonment in Rinkitink is a depiction of a prison system that operates as
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a business. There is a pretext of deserved punishment in the prison, but that pretext is exposed even to the youngest readers.

Baum also raises the issue of prison labor, one of the pressing questions in his day. Although the Nome King has agreed to house the prisoners howsoever he wishes, Queen Cor utters these words to him after the deal is sealed: “Make them work . . . . They are rather delicate and to make them work will make them suffer delightfully.”

On one level, this exchange reveals the character of the two speakers. The Nome King’s benevolent treatment contrasts with Queen Cor’s sadistic words. The Nome King has no desire to inflict unnecessary pain. Rather, he is an opportunist governed by the human failings of greed and a desire to maintain his power. When Prince Inga comes to him, the Nome King treats him like an honored guest but begs him to leave. It is only when the young prince insists on liberating the prisoners from their cells that the Nome King tries to kill the child and his companions. This instructs the reader that captivity can have many forms. One can be enslaved by evil-minded sadists such as Queen Cor, or one can be simply imprisoned by unsympathetic, powerful men like the Nome King. In both instances, the lack of freedom harms the captive and breaks families apart. Also, in both instances, the enemy is motivated primarily by financial gain and the liberators are justified in using force to free the captives.

On another level, the dialogue between the evil slaveholder and the opportunistic ruler may be taken as an allegory. Although the ex-slaves are white people, the story intentionally reminds readers of the treatment of America’s freed blacks. Baum has drawn a direct line from slavery to prison, depicting the imprisonment of two former slaves turned to prisoners. This suggests that Baum viewed turn-of-the-century prisons as direct descendents of slavery; it was another institution to accomplish similar ends. This is the same line that critics have tried to draw from slavery to the current prison situation. Baum wrote at a time when prisons were changing and their purpose to effectuate Jim Crow policies was more readily apparent. In particular, the issue of prison labor was of high importance to those that sought to better the plight of black men in the Southern states.

IV. THE PRISON SYSTEM AFTER THE CIVIL WAR

At the time Oz books were written, the American prison industry was changing. Some of the issues of Baum’s day are reflected in Rinkitink, such as the relationship of labor to servitude and the expanding use of the penitentiaries in the South to house freed slaves.

Before the Civil War, the Southern penitentiaries housed white inmates and not slaves since slave punishment was handled by the individual
plantation owners. After the Civil War, both the racial demographics of prisoners and the form of penal institutions changed. A practice known as "convict leasing" was gradually established throughout the South, whereby the state handed the prisoner over to private companies in return for a fee.  In convict leasing, the private company was in charge of care and custody of prisoners as well as their work and work product. Initially, the legislatures in the North and South had instituted prison work with the goal of rehabilitating prisoners through "the redeeming power of hard labor." The lease system, however, was clearly designed for financial profit and to enable the continuation of white control over Southern blacks. Specifically, the lease system brought in revenue at a time when the Southern states could no longer pay for their prisons. Additionally, the Private companies bore the cost of housing inmates in return for keeping the profit gathered from the prisoners' labors. As Baum illustrated in his tale of the Nome prison, there was a political dimension to this trade. "Lawmakers supported the lessees with contracts and convicts, and lessees supported the lawmakers with contributions." As depicted in Baum's *Rinkitink*, prisons were a business, like slavery, in which many profited.

Some scholars believe the lease system was worse for convicts than slavery was for blacks. Stephen Garvey wrote about the brutality experienced by leased convicts. Prisoner deaths were reported to be as high as 40 percent of the convict population in some years. Asked about life expectancy of prisoners in the South in 1883, one doctor estimated that most convicts in Alabama "died within three years." In Mississippi, the mortality statistics were equally revealing: "Not a single leased convict ever lived long enough to serve a sentence of ten years or more." The brutality makes sense on a financial level. As Garvey noted, while a "slave owner had a long-term economic interest in the slave's well-being [] lessees knew they would eventually lose control over an inmate's labor, either at the expiration of the lease or when an inmate's term of imprisonment came to an end."
Although the lease system was largely driven by profit, it also served another purpose. Southern prisons became part of the Jim Crow era’s methods of controlling blacks and ensuring that they stayed in the South working for depressed wages. Although slavery was prohibited, blacks could still be held in bondage through the criminal justice system. “Of course,” wrote Garvey, “the lease system was formally based on criminality, not on race, but the distinction was often lost in the realities of criminal justice under Jim Crow.” Thus, prison had become the new form of slavery in many Southern states at the time Baum wrote *Rinkitink*. Whether a particular prisoner actually deserved punishment was immaterial because the whole enterprise was based on exploiting a class of persons.

At the time Baum was writing, debates raged in the South about the Southern leasing system. There were similar debates about the Northern prison system regarding the use of convict labor. Unlike the Southern prison system, however, “inmates in the North labored behind prison walls manufacturing goods for sale to the state.” Fifteen years before Baum wrote *Rinkitink*, a famous exposé of Southern prisons was published, cataloguing unspeakable brutalities. At the end of the twentieth century, some Southern states were ending convict leasing. The death of convict leasing occurred in part due to humanitarian sentiment, in part to the rise of a labor movement, but mostly due to the system becoming unprofitable for private companies that leased the prisoners. Convict leasing was replaced by state farms and chain gangs. Though superior to convict leasing, these punishment schemes also served to control black labor and continue white domination.

This is the background for understanding Queen Cor’s comment that the royal couple should be made to labor while held in the caves of Nome. The brutality of the Southern work system persuaded many that work was not a road to moral reform of the prisoner’s soul. *Rinkitink* accurately illustrates that the United States prison system at the turn of the century was an extension of slavery and only nominally based on criminal misbehavior.
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V. ALTERNATIVE PUNISHMENTS

In *Rinkitink*, the slave-holders on the Island of Regos behave terribly toward Prince Inga and his people. Yet, when the army is defeated, no punishment is administered to the former soldiers or overseers. In place of the evil King and Queen, Inga substitutes a kind woodsman whom he met on the island to rule them. Like the Winged Monkeys who obey anyone with the Magic Cap, the switch of the leader of the slaveholders suggests that evil is situational and that honest leaders bring forth improved behavior better than any punishment could.

Similarly, the young prince fashions no punishment for the Nome King even though he had tried to kill the prince and his companions and lock up his parents indefinitely. Instead, all is put to right when the prince survives tests that would make a Greek hero proud, and Dorothy arrives in time to scold the King. ―You must be more wicked than I thought you were,‖ Dorothy tells him, demanding that he release his prisoners. Instead of punishing the Nome King, they ―bade good-bye‖ and Dorothy warns him ―not to be wicked any more than he could help it.‖ In keeping with Baum’s themes of liberation, one can read the *Oz* series for a long time without coming across punishment for criminal conduct.

The Wizard of Oz himself, when revealed as a lying scoundrel in the first *Oz* book, suffers no punishment other than embarrassment. Despite the Wizard escaping punishment—or as Baum might write, because the Wizard escaped punishment—the Wizard becomes a reformed citizen of Oz. One clear theme throughout the *Oz* series is that people do not always need to be punished for their misdeeds.

One example of an alternative type of punishment appears in *The Lost Princess of Oz*. There, an enormous speaking frog is traveling with a woman named Cayke as she seeks her jeweled, magic baking pan. When the pair arrives at a river, the ferryman cannot hear Frogman but can hear Cayke all too clearly and scolds her for talking too loudly. Eventually, the ferryman explains that he cannot hear animals speak because that was a punishment for his acts of cruelty to animals, such as cutting off the tail of a fox:

> So the Emperor of the Winkies—who is the Tin Woodman and has a very tender tin heart—punished me by denying me any
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communication with beasts, birds or fishes. . . . Every time I meet one of them I am reminded of my former cruelty, and it makes me very unhappy.\textsuperscript{114}

In response to the ferryman’s story, Cayke expresses sympathy for his plight but declares the punishment to be just, explaining that “the Tin Woodman is not to blame for punishing you.”\textsuperscript{115}

This creative punishment fits Baum’s central theme that individuals are happiest when they connect with others to find community and common purpose. Because the punishment denies the ferryman full integration into the community, it is a veritable penalty. Cayke’s remarks serve to articulate Baum’s view that punishment is just when tailored to the crime. That the punishment fills him with remorse indicates that it serves a valid purpose. One may wonder why the punishment continues after there is full repudiation and remorse, but it is far less cruel than the prison in Nome. The scene indicates that Baum was not against all punishment, but he believed it should be selective and tailored to the offense.

\section*{VI. CONCLUSION}

The inhabitants of Nome in \textit{Rinkitink} are unhappy, living as they do in dark caves. Baum illustrates that imprisoning others turns one’s own home into a prison. Additionally, when a society unjustly imprisons people, the practice has an adverse effect on that society. In all the \textit{Oz} books that I have read, the reader roots for the imprisoned. Baum’s work showcases a quest for liberation, on the personal level and for subjugated groups. His anti-slavery message applies equally to incarceration. Baum’s ideal world is not devoid of all punishment, but it is devoid of long prison terms and punishments that do not help the individual fit back into society.

Prince Inga’s adventures in \textit{Rinkitink} teach readers young and old to be wary of lies when people benefit from imprisoning others. It teaches adult readers that there was a direct line from slavery to the disproportionate imprisonment of blacks in the early 1900s. Baum wrote at a time when incarceration in some states was worse than slavery. The \textit{Oz} books resonate today as modern reformers make similar arguments to those made in time, namely that the system of massive incarceration is a means of profiting at the expense of poor minorities, a direct descendent of slavery and Jim Crow.\textsuperscript{116} If we could just find the magic pearl that always speaks wise and helpful words, it might direct us to end mass incarceration in this country, thereby liberating ourselves as well as those suffering in the current regime.

\textsuperscript{114} Id. at 194.
\textsuperscript{115} Id.
\textsuperscript{116} See generally ALEXANDER, supra note 34 (discussing mass incarceration as replacing Jim Crow and racial segregation).